No limits in life for renowned inspirational man

Lucky students at Genesis Christian College at Bray Park were recently paid a visit by an inspirational man who has built a remarkable résumé of achievements despite the odds.

World-renowned motivational speaker Nick Vujicic visited the school last week to share his infectious zest for life.

He was born with no arms or legs, but that hasn’t stopped the Melbourne-bred man from achieving some inspiring feats in his 29 years – from learning to surf, skateboard and dive, to starting his own charity organisation, being the named Australian Youth of the Year, and writing an autobiography, entitled *Life Without Limits*.

Genesis Christian College spokesperson Learna Shimizu said Mr Vujicic spoke candidly to students about his unique life.

"The fact that his physical appearance is unusual further emphasises his capacity to overcome adversity and trial," she said.

"He gave us all a greater perspective of our own challenges in life and how they can shape us.

"Nick’s message, which was clear and succinct, focused on perseverance and the point that just because you fail once, doesn’t mean you are a failure.

"Nick also spoke about the power of our words, in that words can build people up and just as easily bring them down."